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Potential assumption of representation of the United States of America’s interest in Cuba

On 26 October, the American State Department sounded out our Chargé d’Affaires in Washington [most likely referring to Ambassador August Lindt], if Switzerland would possibly be willing to represent the American interests in Cuba. Even though the Americans do not want to take the initiative, a break in relations between the two states has to be considered a possibility. Currently, there are about 4,000 American citizens in the country, whereas in the case of a break in relations, there would probably hardly be 1,000 left. The majority of American companies have, by the way, already been seized.

On 21 October, the Federal Council has approved our petition to take over the representation of the [West] German interests in Cuba, should the German Federal Republic break off her relations with Cuba. Traditionally, we have never turned down such mandates, even if they entailed – as was
regularly the case – certain disadvantages and inconveniences. Such a disposition is, in our opinion, also to be taken in respect to the American entreaty.

We are taking the liberty to petition the Federal Council to authorize the Foreign Ministry to:

1. Inform the American State Department through our embassy in Washington that the Federal Council is willing to take over the representation of American interests in Cuba in the case of a break in diplomatic relations between the United States of America and Cuba.

2. At the same time, point out to the American State Department that it goes without saying that the Federal Council can, should the situation arise, only take on the observation of American interests in Cuba, after the Cuban government has previously given its approval.

Federal Foreign Ministry.

Protocol excerpt to the Foreign Ministry (5 copies) and to the Federal Chancellery for execution.